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ABSTRACT

Background: Global environmental change is associated with significant health threats. The medical profession can address this challenge through advocacy, health system adaptation and workforce preparedness. Stewardship of health systems with attention to their environmental impacts can contribute to mitigation of and adaptation to negative health impacts of environmental change. Medical schools have an integral role in training doctors who understand the interdependence of ecosystems and human health. Yet integrating environmental perspectives into busy medical curricula is not a simple task.

Content: At the 2016 Association for Medical Education in Europe conference, medical educators, students and clinicians from six continents discussed these challenges in a participatory workshop. Here we reflect on emerging themes from the workshop and how to plan for curricular change. Firstly, we outline recent developments in environmental health and associated medical education. Secondly, we reflect on our process and outcomes during this innovative approach to international collaboration. Thirdly, we present learning objectives which cover core content for environmentally accountable medical curricula, developed through a reflective process of international collaboration integrating current literature and the workshop outcomes.

Conclusions: International collaboration can bring together diverse perspectives and provide critical insights for the inclusion of environmental health into basic education for medical practitioners.

Introduction

Medical schools have a responsibility and an opportunity to prepare tomorrow’s doctors to address health issues related to environmental change. The World Health Organization has indicated that one quarter of deaths and global burden of disease are attributable to environmental exposures (Pruss-Ustun and Corvalán 2006). Chemical pollution, including metal and pesticide pollution, is associated with reproductive health problems (Sanborn et al. 2007; Cremonese et al. 2017), cognitive decline (Sanborn et al. 2007), mental health problems (Faria et al. 2014) and cancer (Bassil et al. 2017; Boccolini de et al. 2013). Meanwhile, climate change contributes to evolution of infectious diseases, increased risk from pathogens spread via food and water, food insecurity and malnutrition, natural disasters, migration and conflict and resultant social, economic and health effects (Watts et al. 2015). Thus, anthropogenic environmental change is a significant mental and physical health threat.

Now, more than ever before, the ecosystems that sustain life and human health are threatened (McMichael and Lindgren 2011; Gomez et al. 2013; Watts et al. 2015). “Planetary health” research explores nine planetary systems including climate change, biodiversity, freshwater use and biochemical flows. Human activities are destabilizing planetary systems which impact human health through multiple pathways, including food and water insecurity, extreme weather events and socio-political instability (Whitmee et al. 2015). In 2015, the United Nations ratified the Sustainable Development Goals, which provide commitment, stimulus

Practice points

- Every medical student can benefit from education on environmentally sustainable healthcare, preferably through a spiral curriculum.
- Medical curricula must address principles and practice, preparing students to advocate for and implement change.
- Developing positive attitudes towards environmental sustainability is an essential part of medical professionalism, scholarship, leadership and management.
- International collaboration as an approach to curriculum development builds understanding of new topics and capability to improve education.
and opportunity to “protect the planet from degradation” (UN General Assembly 2015, p. 2) and “improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional capacity on climate change” (UN General Assembly 2015, p. 14). The inclusion of content on environmentally sustainable healthcare in the medical curriculum is urgently needed.

We define an environmentally sustainable medical curriculum as one that aims to develop medical students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes about the interdependence of human health and ecosystems. This includes the effects of environmental change on health, and healthcare’s impact and dependence on the local and global environment. Sustainable healthcare education is the organization of medical education (teaching and learning) in pursuit of this aim. In the 1960s, educators from Virginia School of Medicine described a new module for medical students, “Man and his Environment”, which covered “Man’s physical environment”, “Human evolution” and “Human ecology”, including health impacts of natural disasters and of industry (Arrington and Hilkovitz 1964). A handful of publications on health impacts of natural disasters and of industry’s ledger, skills and attitudes about the interdependence of health, economic and health care in the medical curriculum is urgently needed.

Inclusion of content on environmentally sustainable health-care in the medical curriculum is urgently needed (Takayanagi 1993) and a consensus statement regarding (UN General Assembly 2015, p. 14) the organization of medical education about ecological or environmental topics (Hollan et al. 1998). In 2000s, the concept of ecosystem health was developed, primarily in USA, and its relevance to medical education explored (Rapport et al. 2003; Howard 2004), before “one health”, the convergence of environment, animal and human health, began to shape courses in some medical schools (Shomaker et al. 2013). The 2010s have seen sustainable healthcare education being embedded in medical curricula at some schools in the UK (Braithwaite et al. 2012), and publication of consensus learning outcomes (Thompson et al. 2014) case studies and inspiration from other health professionals (Bell et al. 2012; Maxwell and Blashki 2016).

Medical curricula that incorporate teaching on environmental sustainability align with social accountability (Boelen 2010), because both movements address how medical schools can work closely with societal institutions to address pressing societal needs. For example, at the intersection of social inequality and climate change we see injustice in the health impacts of environmental change. Thus environmental accountability frameworks (Pearson et al. 2015) under which medical schools actively promote environmental sustainability through education, research and partnerships with communities and health services to address the determinants of health at the local, regional and global levels also address social accountability.

There are compelling reasons for integrating environmental health and sustainability perspectives into medical curricula. Firstly, the long-term viability of healthcare provision is inextricably linked with environmental sustainability (Costello et al. 2009). Health professionals need to be confident in managing and managing the environmental impact of healthcare, recognizing that supplies of natural resources are finite, and that environmental pollution harms planetary and human health. Secondly, doctors are trusted professionals and have a responsibility to educate and advocate for better environmental health measures to protect public health (RCP 2010). Thirdly, sustainable healthcare education has wide applicability across other areas of the curriculum, for example, through learning about systems thinking, the range of social and environmental externalities that influence health, and the relationship between local and global health (Bell et al. 2012; Maxwell and Blashki 2016).

Although there is a strong rationale for integrating education on environmental sustainability into medical curricula, medical educators may lack the interest or capability to enact the necessary curricular change (Walpole, Pearson et al. 2015). Medical curricula have arguably become static with limited room for change due to regulatory requirements, competing interests, lack of expertise and lack of resources (Gehle et al. 2011; Tomes 2011). While important contributions have been made in developing sustainability curricula for higher education in medicine, as in other disciplines (Filho 2002; Rapport et al. 2003; Blewitt and Cullingford 2004; Gehle et al. 2011), there is a lack of international engagement on the specific design of an environmentally accountable medical curriculum.

To address these complex issues and the current gap in medical curricula, we facilitated an international collaboration to share experiences and ideas about including environmental sustainability in mainstream medical education (that is, the curriculum content that all medical schools should include). In this paper, we provide reflection on our process and a practical guide for integrating environmental sustainability into existing medical curricula, recognizing that institutional, curricular and cultural contexts will affect implementation.

We reflect on the design, development and implementation of an innovative platform for international collaboration at the Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) 2016 conference, describe results of workshop discussions, and outline our reflection and recommendations about learning objectives for environmentally accountable medical curricula. This paper builds on existing literature (Rapport et al. 2003; Wilcox 2004; Green et al. 2009; Bell 2010; Bell et al. 2012; Walpole, Pearson et al. 2015; Maxwell and Blashki 2016) and the experiences of the sustainable healthcare education network which is a collaboration of health educators, students and health service leaders in the United Kingdom (UK). In particular, we explore the extent to which previously established environmentally and socially accountable learning objectives (Walpole, Mortimer et al. 2015) are relevant and can be incorporated into future medical education initiatives internationally.

**Methods**

Curriculum development and reform in medical education at its best is an iterative process that draws on evaluation of current teaching, engages students and other stakeholders, and recognizes emerging health and healthcare priorities (Fetterman et al. 2010). We used Kern’s 6-step approach to curricular development as guidance, with problem identification, general and specific learner-focused needs and learning objectives as our initial focus (Kern et al. 1998). At the same time, we incorporated Fink et al.’s “backward design” approach to curriculum design proposed by relating learning outcomes to teaching activities and assessment (Fink 2003). Although learning objectives are the primary output of this paper, we draw on Fink’s
approach to curriculum development, which addresses the need to integrate and apply learning and to engage students’ caring by addressing the human dimension to this learning. Because the concepts of planetary health and environmental sustainability challenge many societal and health professional norms and expectations, and evoke wide-ranging responses influenced by individual and societal attitudes and values (Coelho et al. 2006; Rawlins et al. 2007; Keskin et al. 2011), we needed a dynamic consensus-building approach that acknowledged existing curriculum development frameworks (Kern et al. 1998; Fink 2003).

We brought together diverse perspectives using a constructivist approach, where individuals’ experiences and perspectives of sustainability were brought together and sometimes challenged by other individual or inter-individual ideas; leading to debate, discussion and finally a set of collaboratively constructed and agreed objectives (Gash 2009). Drawing on Donald Schön’s (1987) notion of “reflective practice”, we actively reflected on our collective actions as we undertook the design and execution of the process. Schön (1987) argued that reflective practitioners are continually aware of and explore the process (reflection in action) and outcomes (reflection on action) of their actions. Reflective practice enables practitioners to critically examine practice such that they are constantly learning and their practice is continually evolving in response to new learning.

While a structured process such as a Delphi is valuable to develop consensus from experts at a given point in time (Jones and Hunter 1995), we sought to engage in a process that would be iterative in nature, value diverse contributions and pave a way for ongoing collaboration to support curriculum development and delivery. We thus developed a dialogic approach based on the principles outlined by Schön. Reflective practice was particularly valuable during this project, because both the methods of collaboration and the task of developing a framework for an environmentally accountable curriculum that can be adapted for international use are relatively novel.

We facilitated collaborative engagement during a participatory workshop in August 2016 at the AMEE annual conference in Barcelona, Spain. The methods consist of three parts: (1) pre-workshop engagement and preparation, (2) the workshop itself, and (3) analysis of workshop findings and development of learning objectives for workshop outcomes. Our e-collaborative process allowed for relatively “flat” (non-hierarchical) engagement as well as international engagement without a “host nation”. The two factors which enabled our success in this endeavor were our desire to collaborate and share learning rather than compete to produce knowledge, and our varied and complementary expertise and skills.

Based on our knowledge of the literature and challenges at our own institutions, we set the following aims for this project. To:

1. Foster innovation for addressing environmental issues related to health in mainstream medical education.
2. Identify how to incorporate sustainable healthcare education at medical schools, including through educator-student partnership.
3. Undertake collaborative curriculum development with participants from around the world, using technology to facilitate the involvement of remote participants.
4. Demonstrate a collaborative approach to developing environmentally sustainable medical curricula.

The process that we employed for developing sustainable healthcare learning objectives is illustrated in Figure 1.

**Pre-workshop**

We anticipated that learning to develop environmentally sustainable medical curricula could be enhanced by sharing international perspectives. Four authors (SCW, HAR, BJC and AV) and Eleanor Dow (a UK medical student) collaborated to develop the above four aims and identified the AMEE conference 2016 as an ideal opportunity to address them. Ideas for session activities were suggested by the authors based on important leverage points and gaps in the evidence base that had been identified in previous workshop experiences, case studies and discussion about progress and challenges in medical schools in different continents and previous collaborations for education development. Online collaboration platforms used were Google Docs and Skype videoconferencing. Informed by the existing literature (Walpole, Mortimer et al., 2015; see also Table 1 column 1), five workshop themes were devised as a basis for discussion of the aspects of environmental sustainability relevant to medical education (Figure 1). The five themes were:

1. The health impacts of environmental change
2. Sustainable and healthy lifestyles (focus on individual behaviors)
3. Sustainable and healthy societies and communities (focus on population level interventions)
4. The environmental footprint of health services
5. The ethics of sustainability.

For each of the five themes an online Google document providing a summary of the topic and key questions for education development was created by the workshop authors (SCW, HAR, BJC, AV) and Eleanor Dow. Presentations were prepared to highlight important issues for educators developing and implementing new curricular material (Figure 1).

In order to broaden participation, the authors disseminated an invitation through the Sustainable Healthcare Education network, an online open-access network of students and educators based in the UK but with international members. This invitation outlined session aims, structure and logistics. The workshop was also advertised in the AMEE conference program. Those not attending AMEE were able to participate remotely through Skype. An online survey on SurveyMonkey allowed participants to sign up for remote participation ("Survey for Sign up to Workshop" 2016).

**Workshop**

During the workshop, we sought to facilitate active participation to develop a framework for sustainable healthcare education, and to reflect on the lessons learned from this process, assuming the stance of reflective practitioners (Figure 1). A priority was to engage participants in a cooperative process of listening and reflecting on their
own, other participants’ and organizers’ input, to give new meanings and directions to the collaborative project and design of the framework.

As the AMEE conference is organized by and for health professional educators and students, other experts and members of the public were not included in the discussion. Skype participation was available to any individual who signed up, but was only advertised through health professional educator networks.

To prompt reflection, at the commencement of the workshop, participants were invited to independently define sustainable healthcare and consider drivers of curriculum change. Introductory presentations provided key concepts and definitions, such as planetary health; educational approaches, for example for teaching environmental history taking and assessment for sustainable healthcare education; and case illustrations from South Africa and the UK (Figure 1).

Participants at AMEE self-selected into one of five groups, which each addressed one of the five themes. The online group elected to work on the ‘environmental footprint of healthcare services’. The groups worked for 35 min to address the questions on the Google Doc for their theme (see supplementary appendix). Facilitators took notes on paper and typed onto the Google Doc to record the discussion, and each group presented a summary to all workshop participants.

**Post-workshop**

All contributions recorded on paper during the workshop were transcribed onto the relevant document on Google
Definitions of sustainability (Brundtland Commission 1987) and sustainable healthcare were consistent with accepted definitions. Each group developed learning objectives for their particular theme, which are presented in Table 1 column 2. The revised set of learning objectives developed after the workshop are presented in Table 1 column 3. This post-workshop phase was undertaken over a three-month period by the eleven authors, through an iterative, reflective process of online discussion, knowledge sharing, and building a collective understanding, facilitated by a shared online Google Doc kept up to date by the coordinating author (SCW).

**Strategies for creating environmentally sustainable medical curricula**

Recommendations for timing, pedagogies and assessment for sustainable healthcare education were predominantly developed during the workshop, without further adaptation during the post-workshop phase of the project.

A. Where in the curriculum could environmental content be taught? In every theme, participants suggested that the learning objectives could be addressed in a spiral curriculum, that is an integrated multi-year curriculum where content introduced in the first year is built upon in subsequent years. It was suggested that environmental sustainability should be a cross-cutting theme, similar to communication skills or professionalism, incorporated into all relevant aspects of classroom-based and clinical education.

Participants said that each theme should be represented across the curriculum, through integration into existing educational sessions. Conversely, any newly developed sessions could link to existing topics in the medical curriculum. Participants identified topics in their established medical curricula (including, but not limited to epidemiology; occupational health; public health; respiratory disease; dermatology; global health; and toxicology) that readily link to environmental sustainability.

B. How could environmental content be taught? Through group discussion, it became apparent that a broad range of pedagogical approaches could support learning about the impacts of the environment on health. Didactic teaching (e.g. through an initial lecture or e-learning) can be offered to establish importance and describe fundamental principles of sustainable healthcare, as well as to establish a common body of knowledge amongst students. Additionally, a case-based approach (either student-led or tutor-led) could be most appropriate to help students engage with topics in more depth, and establish the relevance to their future practice. Eco-medical literacy can be developed through routine inclusion in case-based learning, where environmental risk factors are considered alongside social determinants of health and biomedical risk factors in each pre-clinical patient case study. Meanwhile, community case studies or specific patients with an environment-related illness could prompt opportunistic learning to promote eco-medical literacy.

Workshop participants agreed that teaching content that relates to reducing the environmental footprint of healthcare could be introduced through practical and skills-based approaches. This might include individual or group project work, such as student electives, student-selected modules, audits, community interventions, and quality improvement projects. Associated skills could be introduced through core workshops with simulation opportunities, and formative...
Table 1. Key learning objectives for an environmentally accountable curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-workshop consensus learning objectives identified in the literature Source: Walpole, Mortimer et al. (2015)</th>
<th>Workshop learning objectives developed by workshop participants</th>
<th>Post-workshop learning objectives post-workshop analysis Source: integrated findings from the literature and the workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Describe how the environment and human health interact at different levels | **Health impacts of environmental change**  
- Awareness of environmental exposures and health threat impacts and opportunities arising from local and global environmental change  
- Understand how environmental health issues relate to mainstream medical disciplines such as epidemiology, public health, respiratory health, toxicology  
- Be able to conduct environmental health history as a routine part of patient history taking  
- Understand current issues and projected changes in environmental health  
- Demonstrate knowledge of prevention strategies for environmental health problems | **Develop eco-medical literacy & clinical preparedness**  
- Describe the mechanisms by which human health is affected by environmental change (for example through changes in disease vectors, exposure to extreme weather, migration and reduced food security).  
- Describe the impacts of global and local environmental change as they relate to specific medical disciplines (including but not limited to cardiology, respiratory medicine, psychiatry, toxicology and epidemiology).  
- Identify the environmental determinants of health in a range of geographic, socioeconomic and cultural contexts  
- Demonstrate the ability to take an environmental health history within a patient consultation  
- Design individual and population-focused strategies for doctors to reduce the health impact of environmental change (in both clinical practice and public health advocacy) |
| | **Sustainable and healthy lifestyles**  
- Understand how individual lifestyle choices promote an individual’s well-being, while simultaneously promoting a healthy local and global environment/ecosystem ("health co-benefits")  
- Describe environmentally healthy lifestyle choices that individuals can make in the short- and long-term  
- Demonstrate health promotion communication skills which encourage patients to contemplate and maintain healthier and more sustainable behaviors | **Promote patient eco-health literacy**  
- Explain the concept of "health co-benefits" by considering how lifestyle choices can simultaneously promote both patient wellbeing and a healthy local and global environment.  
- Define the different dimensions of action (e.g. short- versus long-term; individual- versus community-based; clinical versus structural solutions) which can guide patients towards environmentally sustainable lifestyle choices.  
- Demonstrate health promotion communication skills which encourage patients to contemplate and maintain healthier and more sustainable behaviors. |
| | **Sustainable and healthy societies and communities**  
- Understand how health policies have both a positive and negative impact on environmentally sustainable healthcare  
- Provide examples of health policies affecting sustainable healthcare, and critically analyze their impact at the global, national and local (community) levels  
- Understand how policies can affect sustainability and environmental health  
- Develop a vision for sustainable and healthy communities, and formulate a healthcare practitioner’s role within such a society  
- Describe the role of healthcare professionals in leading, expressing and influencing the behaviors and policies that promote a sustainable and health society | **Promote community eco-health literacy**  
- Demonstrate the process of conducting a health impact assessment that accounts for environmental factors  
- Explain the concept of "health in all policies", giving examples of how policy can affect the social and environmental determinants of health, as well as healthcare delivery  
- Identify the role of healthcare professionals in advocating for policies and infrastructure that promote availability, accessibility and uptake of healthy and sustainable behaviors |
| | **The environmental footprint of health services**  
- Understand the sustainability impact of clinical practice and identify sources of unsustainability in healthcare  
- Demonstrate systems thinking  
- Demonstrate knowledge of different healthcare systems e.g. Cuban health services  
- Explore definitions of healthcare value – appreciating that it is ultimately complex, where there are costs in achieving one bottom line  
- Undertake a quality improvement project to identify and address an area where sustainability could be improved  
- Demonstrate knowledge of individual role in contributing to sustainable healthcare systems and ecological footprint reduction mechanisms | **Deliver sustainable health systems**  
- Evaluate the environmental, economic, social and health costs and benefits of different models of healthcare delivery (including but not limited to resource distribution between prevention and treatment, and between primary and secondary/tertiary care).  
- Identify different ways in which doctors can contribute to the delivery of sustainable healthcare systems (including clinical and leadership roles)  
- Participate in quality improvement processes that aim to measure and improve the sustainability of a healthcare service, considering not only the intended health benefits, but the associated financial, social and environmental costs  
- Apply systems thinking and multidisciplinary perspectives to patient care and resource management, in order to promote the sustainability of health services |

(continued)
assessments, such as portfolio entries and objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs). Examples of these core skills include behavior change techniques to foster healthy behaviors; supporting self-care and active patient-participation in disease management; procurement of sustainable materials; and efficient use of resources to reduce waste from healthcare, including medications waste.

There is an ethical element to environmental sustainability associated with social justice, universalism and benevolence. This cannot be prescribed or learnt didactically but can be actively debated and role modeled by peers, health professionals and teachers. Existing biomedical ethics teaching, whether stand-alone or integrated as part of a spiral curriculum, could be modified to promote this debate, with attention paid to the culture of an organization so that these values can flourish. As environmental impacts closely reflect global inequities, students can learn about environmental social justice, which is especially important for countries with the populations most at risk of the negative health effects of climate change and environmental degradation. Ethical discussions about environmental responsibility could be linked to any existing or newly introduced global health content.

Other ideas for suitable pedagogies included debates about solutions to environmental problems, group work adopting different stakeholder perspectives, self-directed research projects and reflective exercises.

C. What assessments are appropriate for environmental content?. Workshop participants identified that assessments must be closely linked to the objectives and pedagogies chosen. Following the conceptual framework outlined by Cox (2005), students could be asked to demonstrate a positive change they have made, through a reflective portfolio or case-based discussion; to submit a project report such as an audit or quality improvement project; or to demonstrate their understanding of core concepts through written tests. Assessments that promote deep engagement and breadth of learning across values, skills and knowledge could be prioritized. Due to the complex and evolving nature of this broad area of study, assessment modalities should not be confined to simple factual recall. For example, deeper learning can be achieved through project work, essays and reflective writing, debates and presentations, rather than less nuanced modalities such as multiple choice questions. The assessments could require students to explore their own values and reflections on transitioning from observers to active participants and leaders in the implementation of environmentally sustainable healthcare. Another practical means to assess competence related to sustainable healthcare is through service learning or problematization (Prado et al. 2012), where a group of students studies a topic, engages with community and social facilities, and co-develops interventions to improve health impacts of environmental issues facing the community.

Conditions for curriculum implementation
Workshop participants described internal and external factors that are needed to support curricular innovation in medical schools. The absence of these factors could constitute barriers to successful implementation. Internal facilitating factors included leadership at many levels of the medical school from the Dean’s office to students; support of key members of faculty; student-driven demands; and research interests related to environmental topics at the institution. External factors included guidance from professional organizations, political pressure, legislative change, societal or patient group expectations, technological innovation to facilitate sustainable healthcare, and an increasingly nuanced understanding of quality in healthcare and threats to health. Discussions post-workshop concluded that identifying a local champion and providing the necessary leadership skills and support was key to implementing curriculum change.

Post-workshop learning areas and objectives
Building on the workshop findings, scholarly literature and follow-up collaborative discourse, the authors categorized the learning objectives under five domains to make up a whole environmentally accountable medical curriculum.
These domains are listed below and form the structure for the third column in table one.

- Develop eco-medical literacy and clinical preparedness
- Promote patient eco-health literacy
- Promote community eco-health literacy
- Deliver sustainable health systems
- Practice ‘responsible professionalism’ (Rapport et al. 2003)

**Discussion**

This project has developed a model for collaborative curriculum development that offers potential strategies for consolidating sustainable healthcare education, and could be applied to other educational topics.

**Sustainable healthcare knowledge**

Participants demonstrated wide ranging but congruent understanding of the meaning of sustainable healthcare. As participants self-selected to attend the workshop, they are likely to have greater motivation and/or literacy in this domain compared to the broader AMEE cohort and other medical students and educators. Recent surveys of doctors and medical students in Cuba (Cabrera and Tomey 2010), healthcare workers in China (Su et al. 2011) and public health doctors in the UK (Charlesworth et al. 2012) all indicated that health students and professionals have some awareness of sustainability but lack knowledge of many aspects. Surveying a more representative group of students and educators about sustainable healthcare education would garner useful information on current levels of awareness. This could be done at a future AMEE conference through the recently introduced “Wisdom of our crowd” approach (AMEE 2015) in which all present at a lecture respond to questions via an online poll.

**Priority of sustainable healthcare education**

Despite the magnitude and variety of the challenges posed by environmental change, the topic has been given relatively little attention in medical education. For example, there has been only one session about environmental issues at the last three AMEE annual conferences. The low status of environmental sustainability at the AMEE conference reflects the broader lack of environmentally accountable medical education globally (Gehle et al. 2011). A systematic review identified only one paper providing a framework for medical education on this topic (Walpole, Pearson et al. 2015), and we have identified only one further framework published since, proposing learning objectives related to climate change (Maxwell and Blashki 2016).

**Reflective curriculum development**

A thread in the post-workshop discussion was that, as educators wanting to teach internationally relevant curriculum on sustainable healthcare, we might become caught in what Schön (1987) called the “squeeze play” where rising technical rationality (manifesting as medical sub-specialization) and technical power (giving weight to the measurable and generalizable) crush any ambition to teach medical students the generalist, integrative, holistic, and relationship-based artistry of clinical practice. The implications we draw from the workshop discussion, viewed through Schön’s theoretical lens, is that the aim should not be to make the physician a technician-expert on sustainability. Rather, the goal could be to balance the various tensions between professional standards versus professional freedom and between biomedical needs and interventions versus social needs and interventions. This means that in order to inspire future physicians to develop appropriate attitudes and wisdom, as well as knowledge and skills, we need to design a spiral-curriculum where medical students encounter topics about environmental sustainability throughout medical school and with increasing complexity and a systematic approach to building on previous learning.

The workshop discussion focused on practical implementation and assessment strategies is an important first step. However, medical education not only needs to equip medical students with knowledge about environmental sustainability, but also familiarize with their own attitudes and capacity to contribute to advocacy and leadership in environmental health. Medical education needs to address the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to tackle complicated issues including environmental medicine, ethics and communication. In this paper we have addressed our concern that at present it is up to the individual educator to incorporate topics on environmentally sustainability into his or her courses. As an alternative, we present the first attempt at agreement on what a spiral curriculum addressing the development of environmentally sustainable healthcare and an environmentally accountable curriculum might look like (Table 1 column 3).

Specifically, through this collaborative project, we identified five overarching domains in which students can meet learning objectives within their spiral program (Table 1 column 3). For achieving competency in an environmentally accountable curriculum, students need to have developed proficiency in eco-medical literacy (see glossary) and clinical preparedness that shows an understanding of environmental health concepts and research. Furthermore, medical students will be required to reflect this solid grounding in sustainable healthcare education through promoting eco-health literacy among their patients encouraging preventive and healthy lifestyles. This grounding could further be reflected in medical students’ ability to promote community eco-health literacy (see glossary) which is aimed at improving the policies and health systems to foster preventive and healthy lifestyles at the community level. Medical curricula need to provide the tools for medical students to ensure delivery of sustainable systems and their role in this process. Finally, the fifth overarching learning objective is that medical students need training that supports them in practicing responsible professionalism specifically in relation to environmental sustainability.

In the spirit of this international undertaking, which is rooted in collaborative reflective practice, we present this as an ongoing open discussion rather than as a fixed monologue and inflexible framework. We have demonstrated that, with effort and time, it is feasible to engage a broad range of participants from across the global commons in this work. Technology supported engagement
allowed this globally distributed group to participate in reflective dialog and collaborative engagement in real time. Through this process we have synthesized a collective knowledge. In doing so, we meet the challenges posed by sustainability, whose pervasiveness and complexity requires global dialog and intersectoral collaboration. Just as social accountability incorporates partnership with extra-academic stakeholders in medical education, development of environmentally accountable curricula can effectively be achieved within the “partnership pentagram” model, which involves communities, policy makers, health administrators, health professionals and academics (Boelen 2000). We hope that lessons from the methodological approach used in this project can be applied at a wider operational level to include these extra-academic partners.

**Limitations to this approach to educational development**

This project has three main limitations. Firstly, participants were self-selecting and are unlikely to be representative of the global cohort of medical educators in terms of cultural, ethnic, social, economic or political background. Due to the location and cost of the AMEE conference, participation was weighted towards Europeans and representatives from higher-income countries. Although free online participation was made available, distribution of the invitation to the workshop was primarily through a UK-based network. Secondly, workshop time constraints limited opportunities for engagement both within and between groups. As there was no time for discussion between groups, the findings of each group were not able to be systematically formatted, challenged or validated by all 35 participants. This contributed to a lack of coherence between findings from different groups and validation of the written reports. This was addressed to some extent in the post-workshop analysis process where a member of each of the six groups contributed to developing the final set of learning objectives. Thirdly, there was a risk of information bias as the five domains and associated presentations were prepared in advance in order to facilitate consensus development among participants. Despite scholarly support for the selection of these themes, there was probably not adequate flexibility to reevaluate these during the workshop.

**Collaborative environmental curricula**

Our study has shown that, although the practicalities of curriculum implementation are dependent on the local context, there are common opportunities and challenges for implementation, and a common set of pedagogies and principles that warrant the creation of guidelines based on international agreement. Furthermore, the collaborative design of this project, by its very nature, takes into account a broad range of national and institutional contexts and represents a positive approach to designing an internationally applicable set of curricular recommendations. Our approach uses a platform that reduces the barriers to participation that are faced particularly by low and middle income countries with scarce financial and faculty resources.

Introducing new curriculum topics and approaches in medical courses can be difficult to achieve, in part due to a lack of acceptance from medical school faculty. This challenge, which may be simple inertia or a fear of being an “early adopter”, could be addressed by outlining a set of sustainable healthcare learning objectives and presenting them for national accreditation by medical education boards.

Participants aired the view that respectful acknowledgement of specific contexts, together with a commitment to mutually support positive change, would be the most reasonable approach to embedding these topics into medical school curricula, thereby maximizing global impact. Our expertise was complementary rather than competing allowing us to build on each other's work rather than create factions. The universal values that drove us to engage with this topic are diametrically opposed to the values that drive personal empire building and therefore a more fluid approach was feasible, with all contributors being listened to. The fact that none of us work or study at the same institution or have competing research interests created an exceptionally 'safe' workspace for a thoughtful and respectful collaborative process.

**Conclusions**

Today's medical students need to be better prepared to address the health challenges posed by a changing global environment. Students need a curriculum that enables a more proactive and better informed preventive role for future doctors as agents for change. We recommend that further research explores how these international learning objectives can be adapted to varied national and local contexts, what faculty development requirements accompany introduction of an eco-health curriculum and how these requirements can be met. Further curriculum development should explore how to engage educators in the process, and the most effective educational strategies and curricular implementation approaches as outlined by Kern in his six-step approach.

Establishing learning objectives through engaged collaboration is a key step in developing a dialog on sustainable healthcare education. Based on our experience and findings in this project, we advocate for a collaborative approach, involving all stakeholders through both face-to-face and online participation. Dialogue about a theoretically-informed collaborative process might allow for the practical application of concepts of environmental sustainability into medical curricula, such that students will be able to learn, with immediacy, the relevance of the environment to their responsibilities in delivering healthcare to individuals and communities. A further benefit is providing a platform for developing progressive curricula that schools scarce financial and faculty resources can use to optimize resources and modify for local context. Medical schools, educators and students not only have a responsibility, but also an opportunity to promote a sustainable medical curriculum for the betterment of our global and local environment, with resulting benefits to individual and global health.
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Glossary

Eco-health: The field of study which examines the impact of changes in biological, physical, social and economic environments on human health. Through a transdisciplinary approach, eco-health aims to study and understand how ecosystem changes impact human health and propose solutions to reduce or reverse the negative health effects of such changes (Wilcox 2004).

Eco-health literacy: A patient’s ability to gain access to, understand and use environmental health information to improve their health (adapted from Bell 2010).

Eco-medical literacy: A doctor’s ability to gain access to, understand, and use information to improve environmental health and sustainable healthcare (adapted from Bell 2010).

Sustainable healthcare education: “Teaching and learning which prepares future health professionals to promote sustainable health and deliver sustainable healthcare” (Walpole and Mortimer 2017).
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